Extended Born-Oppenheimer equation for a three-state system.
We present explicit forms of nonadiabatic coupling (NAC) elements of nuclear Schrodinger equation (SE) for a coupled three-state electronic manifold in terms of mixing angles of real electronic basis functions. If the adiabatic-diabatic transformation (ADT) angles are the mixing angles of electronic bases, ADT matrix transforms away the NAC terms and brings diabatic form of SE. ADT and NAC matrices are shown to satisfy a curl condition with nonzero divergence. We have demonstrated that the formulation of extended Born-Oppenheimer (EBO) equation from any three-state BO system is possible only when there exists a coordinate-independent ratio of the gradients for each pair of mixing angles. On the contrary, since such relations among the mixing angles lead to zero curl, we explore its validity analytically around conical intersection(s) and support numerically considering two nuclear-coordinate-dependent three surface BO models. Numerical calculations are performed by using newly derived diabatic and EBO equations and expected transition probabilities are obtained.